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CEO Confidence at an all time
The Merchantec CEO Confidence Index recorded a decrease of 7% from a score of 45.4 points in Q2 2015 to 42.2
points in Q3 2015, persisting at a score below the neutral score line of 50 points. This is the lowest score recorded
in the Merchantec CEO Confidence Index since its inception in Q2 2009 (42.0). The decrease in the overall
confidence of CEOs in South Africa is demonstrated by a drop in confidence in the all sectors being; Basic
Resources, Industrials, Financial, Consumer Good, Consumer Services and Information and Communication
Technology.
CEO confidence relating to the current economic conditions, compared to six months ago, dropped by 5.0% from
an already negative score of 32.3 points to 30.6 points, with the largest decrease demonstrated by CEOs in the
Consumer Services sector.

50% of South African CEOs are looking to
e x p a n d their operations into Africa in search
of growth opportunities.
Of the 50%, 44% are expanding close to home in other Southern African countries while 26% are looking to West
Africa and an additional 26% looking to East Africa. Northern Africa was the least attractive region for CEO’s
expansion strategies with only 4% starting up operations in the area. According to the results of the Merchantec
CEO Confidence Index, 6% of South African CEOs already have operations running across the continent.
CEOs who are exploring expansion strategies in Africa commented on the presence of Chinese owned companies
operating throughout the continent and the difficulty in beating the lower prices set by their Chinese competitors.
Other difficulties mentioned include language barriers, skills shortage, risks relating to non-payment, red tape
around laws and licensing and striking a balance between profitability for the company and affordability for
African consumers.
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The remaining 50% of CEOs who are not actively pursuing African expansion strategies are either unable to do so
due to their companies currently being in ‘survival mode’ or are looking to expand offshore.
The largest decrease in CEO confidence related to their planned level of investment in business activities
dropping by 9.4% from a positive score of 54.9 points in Q2 2015 to 49.7 points in Q3 2015, a score below the
neutral line of 50 points. This was primarily driven by CEOs in the Basic Materials sector with a decrease of 30.0%
in confidence relating to their planned level of investment in business activities, from 50 points in Q2 2015 to 35
points in Q3 2015. The only sector to record an increase in confidence relating to their planned level of
investment in business activities was the Industrials sector, increasing marginally by 3% from 45.8 points in Q2
2015 to 47.2 points in Q3 2015.
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Basic Materials

has consistently recorded the largest decrease in confidence over the past few quarters,
dropping by 13.7% from a score of 39.4 in Q2 2015 to 34.0 points for Q3 2015, well below the neutral score line
(50 points). This decrease in sentiment was driven by a 30.0% decrease in confidence relating to their planned
level of investment in business activities, a 27.7% decrease in confidence relating to their company growth
expectations and an 11.7% decrease in confidence relating to their ability to raise debt or equity capital.

Consumer Services

recorded the second largest decrease in confidence, dropping 13.1% from a score of
48.7 in Q2 2015 to 42.3 points in Q3 2015. The decrease in sentiment was primarily driven by a 21.0% decrease
in confidence relating to economic conditions, a 20.3% decrease in confidence relating to industry growth and a
20.3% decrease in confidence relating to their company growth expectations.

Financials recorded a score of 48.4 points in Q3 2015, remaining in line with the 48.4 points recorded for Q2
2015, while all others sectors recorded a decrease in confidence and dropped further below the neutral score
line (50 points). The 23.4% increase in confidence relating to company growth expectations for CEOs in the
Financial sector was offset by a 14.2% decrease in confidence relating to their ability to secure debt or equity
capital, a 5.5% decrease in confidence relating to their planned level of investment in business activities and a
3.5% decrease in confidence relating to their industry growth expectations.
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For a copy of the third quarter 2015 Merchantec CEO Confidence Index Report or for
previous quarterly reports, please email Niki Rayner at niki@merchantec.co.za or visit
Merchantec CEO Confidence Index for past results.

More about the Merchantec CEO Confidence Index
The Merchantec CEO Confidence Index, which consists of five components, collates views from CEOs of top South
African companies and therefore provides a leading indicator into how business leaders perceive local market
conditions and the economy going forward.
The Merchantec CEO Confidence Index is a copyright report prepared quarterly by Merchantec Capital. The survey
collates responses from over 1 000 top CEOs.

About Merchantec Capital
Merchantec Capital is one of the largest independent Equity & Debt Sponsor, Research and Corporate Finance
Advisory companies in South Africa, with offices in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Windhoek, Namibia.

Disclaimers: The data provided in this report is for information purposes only and for no other purpose. Whilst every effort has been made
to ensure that the information contained in this report is accurate, Merchantec (Proprietary) Limited (“Merchantec”) does not guarantee
the sequence, accuracy, or completeness or any other aspect of the data nor shall Merchantec or any of its directors, officers, employees or
agents be liable in any way to the reader or to any other person (natural or juristic) whatsoever for any delays, inaccuracies, errors in, or
omissions in respect of such data or the transmission thereof. Merchantec takes no responsibility for any loss or damage suffered by any
person as a result of reliance upon the information contained herein. Any investments referred to herein may involve significant risk, are
not necessarily available in all jurisdictions, may be illiquid and may not be suitable for all investors. The value of, or income from, any
investments referred to herein may fluctuate and/or be affected by changes in exchange rates. Past performance is not indicative of future
results. Investors are expected to make their own investment decisions without relying on this publication. Only investors with sufficient
knowledge and experience in financial and business matters to evaluate the relevant merits and risks should consider an investment in any
issuer or market discussed herein. Disclosures: The inventories of Merchantec may from time to time include securities mentioned herein.
Given that traditional brokerage payment alone would not cover the costs of producing this research; a subscription-based model has been
employed where subscribers (including some companies being researched) are contributing a nominal amount per month for access to the
on-going research. Merchantec and/or its affiliates and any of its or their officers may have an interest in transactions and/or securities
referred to herein. Merchantec and/or its affiliates may perform services, for, or solicit business from, any company referred to herein.
Copyright: In terms of the Copyright Act 98 of 1978, as amended, no part of this report may be reproduced in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, without the prior written consent of Merchantec.
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